
 

 

 

 

May 27, 2022 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Company Name: Tokyu Corporation 

Representative: Kazuo Takahashi,  

President & Representative Director 

(Securities code: 9005 TSE Prime Market) 

Contact: Hiroaki Nishimura, General Manager  

and Senior Manager, Accounting and IR Group 

(Telephone: +81-3-3477-6168) 

 

 

Revision of Shareholders Benefits 

 

Tokyu Corporation (the "Company") hereby announces a decision to revise the shareholders benefits provided to 

shareholders beginning September 30, 2022. 

The revision aims to enhance the appeal of the Company by improving its shareholders benefits, thereby 

encouraging current shareholders and more people to invest in the Company. 

 

 

* Please refer to the attachment for details. 

  



May 27, 2022 

We will revise our shareholders benefits. 
The eligibility will change to the holding of at least 100 shares. 

Discounts based on the shareholders’ lodging voucher  
that can be used at Tokyu Hotels will be revised. 

More shareholders can enjoy our facilities and services at greater value. 

Tokyu Corporation 

 

The Company will revise its shareholders’ benefits as detailed below, which will be provided to those 

included in the shareholder list beginning September 30, 2022. The revision aims to enhance the appeal 

of the Company by improving its shareholders benefits, thereby encouraging current shareholders and 

more people to invest in the Company. 

 

Revision of Shareholders Benefits 

 

■ Details of revision 

1. Easing the eligibility for receiving shareholders benefits 

The eligibility for shareholders’ benefits provided to shareholders holding at least 200 shares in the 

Company will be eased to the holding of at least 100 shares. 

 

2. Discounts based on the Tokyu Hotels shareholders’ lodging voucher will be revised. 

The voucher has been providing only a discount on the basic lodging prices specified by each hotel of 

Tokyu Hotels. Shareholders who are members of the hotel membership organization, Tokyu Hotels 

Comfort Members, will receive an additional 3% discount on the Tokyu Hotels Comfort Members prices 

as special shareholder prices. 

 

3. Abolition of selective shareholders benefit program 

In the past, shareholders holding at least 12,000 shares were entitled to select the Tokyu Hotels free 

lodging voucher on the condition that they apply in advance, in lieu of all-train-line pass or all-train-and-

bus-line pass. This selective benefit program will be terminated in this upcoming revision. 

 

■ Timing of starting the new program 

The new program will start applying to shareholders who are in the shareholder list on and after 

September 30, 2022. 

(The above change will start applying to shareholders benefits to be sent in November 2022). 

 

 

  



Attachment 

 

■ Easing the eligibility for receiving shareholders benefits・Abolition of selective shareholders 

benefit program 

 
 

Information in the shareholder benefit pamphlet（Discount coupons, etc.） 

Details 
Quantity 

A B 

Shopping voucher for Tokyu Department Stores (10% discount coupon) 5 10 

Shopping voucher for Tokyu Stores (50 yen discount coupon) 20 40 

Shareholder lodging voucher for Tokyu Hotels 
The following discounts are provided. 
1. 30% off on a basic lodging price 
2. Additional 3% discount on a member lodging price for Tokyu Hotels Comfort 

Members (free membership) (members only) 

4 8 

Shareholder restaurant voucher for Tokyu Hotels 
(10% discount on eating and drinking) 

2 4 

10% discount on the basic fee for health screening at Tokyu Hospital ‒ 1 

Complimentary ticket for Bunkamura, The Museum and The Gotoh Museum ‒ 4 

  



■ Revision of discounts based on the Tokyu Hotels shareholders’ lodging voucher 

 

 

Please visit the following website for details about the current shareholders benefits. 

https://www.tokyu.co.jp/ir/stock_bond/complimentary.html 

https://www.tokyuhotelsjapan.com/global/36259/index.html 

 

https://www.tokyu.co.jp/ir/stock_bond/complimentary.html
https://www.tokyuhotelsjapan.com/global/36259/index.html

